Across

4. Crusaders fought __ in the name of Christianity. [MUSLIMS]
7. The Hawaii priest who dedicated his life to lepers and eventually died from leprosy. On Oct 9, 2009 he became a saint. [DAMIEN]
9. A pilgrimage was for health and devotion NOT __. [WEALTH]
12. The Spanish queen who made Jews and Muslims leave Spain. [ISABELLA]
14. How many causes led to the decline of Feudalism? Know them. [THREE]
16. A medieval scholar who tried to bridge the gap between "faith and reason." [THOMAS AQUINAS]
17. An object that was considered sacred is a __. [RELIC]
20. This king signed the Magna Carta. [JOHN]
24. This parliament included commoners and gave them new power. [MODEL]
25. This group of people were often blamed for bad things that happened in Europe. [JEWS]
26. The feudal system survived as long as people needed this. [PROTECTION]
28. The main difference between a serf and peasant was the __ could not leave the manor. [SERFS]
30. The main reason Pope Gregory VII challenged King Henry IV was for a pope to free the Catholic church from control of kings. [CHURCH]
31. Someone who has a contract with someone of a higher status. [VASSAL]
32. Ms. Loo’s favorite candy bar is __. [SNICKERS]
33. Mystery plays helped to recreate stories from the __. [BIBLE]

Down

1. The least powerful persons of the church hierarchy is the __. [PRIESTS]
2. The sacrament of formal declaration of belief in God. [CONFIRMATION]
3. The city where Jesus was killed. [JERUSALEM]
5. What could Pope Gregory offer that Henry IV could not? [SALVATION]
6. A high-ranking group from the church where a new pope is chosen from. [CARDINALS]
8. A person who has beliefs that are contrary to the teachings of a church. [HERETIC]
10. Letters that were surrounded by detail to tell a biblical story. [ILLUMINATED]
11. This outbreak caused the quick change in social structure for peasants. [PLAGUE]
13. The weapon that helped the English fight more effectively during the Hundred Years’ War. [LONGBOW]
15. Pope __ called Christians to fight in the Crusades. [URBANII]
18. Another name for lords was __. [NOBLES]
19. This organization eventually was the largest landholder during the Middle Ages. [CHURCH]
21. The code of behavior that knights lived by that showed bravery, loyalty and respect for women. [CHIVALRY]
22. The most powerful person of the Catholic church is the __. [POPE]
23. Approximately 25 __ Europeans died from the plague. [MILLION]
27. A __ is a beggar who traveled where he was needed. [FRIAR]
Across
34. The two greatest Medieval holidays were Christmas and __. [EASTER]

Down
29. The city that was the center of the Roman Catholic church was __. [ROME]